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ROUTE 1

INDIAN  CHARACTER  OPTIONS



ADVOCATE I. P. (Indira Pai)

Advocate Indira Pai embodies the old-school South Indian philosophy of  ‘simple living, high thinking’. With an 

unassuming air, she comes up with the most creative solutions to complex IP matters, earning the respect of 

colleagues, clients and the courtroom. Sweet-tempered, her disarming manner conceals a razor-sharp intellect 

that leaves opponents, defenceless. 

Renowned for her rasam as much as her rock-solid integrity, Advocate I.P. (Indira Pai) is the living spirit of India’s 

top IP law firm, R. K. Dewan & Co. 



ADVOCATE SARA SWATI

Advocate Sara Swati is a fount of IP knowledge. Quickly getting to the root of a case, she crafts unique answers to 

intellectual property conundrums. Gifted with a photographic memory, she can readily recall IP precedents, cases 

and laws, going back decades. Her name is a play on Saraswati, the Hindu goddess of knowledge, and the Hindi 

word ‘saar’ meaning ‘gist, essence, kernel’. When she is around, every doubt is dispelled, every question, 

answered. Despite her effortless genius, Adv. Sara Swati wears her accumulated IP wisdom with humility, just like 

award-winning IP law firm, R. K. Dewan & Co.



ROUTE 2

INDO-WESTERN  CHARACTER  OPTIONS



ADVOCATE TARA SPARK

Bright, sharp and beautiful too. Advocate Tara Spark is simply radiant with IP insights and intuitions. A rising star 

in the IP sky, her laser-like intellect cuts through the cloud of IP complexities, in a flash. A nemesis for crafty 

opponents, Adv. Tara Spark can speedily overcome faulty assumptions, one-sided arguments and case loopholes. 

She symbolises R. K. Dewan & Co.’s ability to ignite conference room, boardroom or courtroom with scintillating 

IP wit, advice and execution.



ADVOCATE I.P. (Ivy Puri)

Coming from humble beginnings, Advocate Ivy Puri has climbed to the top of the Indian IP law scene through 

sheer persistence and optimism. Not only book-smart, she is also street-smart. Every times she faces a wall 

erected by dodgy defendants, blind bureaucracy or lazy lawyers, she high-jumps right over it! Her hearty 

intellectual appetite digests case after IP case with relish. Enthusiastic, extroverted and always ethical, she 

believes progress is made inch by inch. 

Adv. Ivy Puri represents R. K. Dewan & Co.’s unflagging energy in solving its clients’ numerous IP challenges.



ROUTE 3

WESTERN  CHARACTER  OPTIONS



ADVOCATE CLAIRE SHARK

Advocate Claire Shark channels her incisive thinking to progress the cause of Intellectual Property Rights. Unfazed 

by the convolutions of an IP case, she keeps one eye on the solution and another on professional conduct. She 

may play by the law book but like a shark, is a law unto herself. Once she identifies her winning strategy, she 

begins to circle her opponents, almost playfully. Feared and revered for her natural cunning, she is the first 

choice and the last hope for clients in any kind of IP hot water. Adv. Claire Shark is a symbol of R. K. Dewan & Co.’s 

ability to successfully plumb the depths of IP law. 



ADVOCATE IONA PIERCE

Nicknamed the ‘purple panther’ of the Indian IP Bar, Advocate Iona Pierce is all smooth, sleek, sophistication. 

Never a hair out of place or an argument out of style, Adv. I.P. is as premium as IP lawyers can get. Her mere 

presence signifies the end of debate and confusion surrounding an IP matter. Hailing from a family of lawyers, 

Adv. Iona Pierce is always a high-heel ahead in all things IPR law. Her sense of humour is as acute as her intellect, 

making her popular from Trade Mark Office to Supreme Court. Adv. Iona Pierce represents R. K. Dewan & Co.’s 

command over everything IP, fortified by IP savvy handed down through the generations.
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